
The InvisiHead – a proactive natural technology rather than a reactive one ‐‐‐‐ an 
engineering perspective 

 

The InvisiHead is the best technology available as per the US EPA designation. In 2009 The 

Australian Ministry of the Environment and the Environmental Public Authority approved the 

InvisiHead outfall to replace the standard linear diffuser system for use in Australian offshore 

waters. 

 

IH performance meets and exceeds by 40% the US EPA Clean Water Act 316b Rule which is 

aimed at preservation of fish and marine wealth and to reduce marine life entrainment and 

impingement. The excess 40% equates to the difference between the max velocity of the flow 

entering the intake head structure of 0.15 m/s specified by the EPA and that of the InvisiHead 

which is 0.091 m/s. 

 

The IH is built to exclude and to preserve not to entrain, impinge or obliterate. It is made to be 

proactive rather than reactive. A good example of reactive technologies is screened systems. 

The IH technology relies on natural processes in its operation. It employs prevention rather than 

treatment as the case in the O&M-intensive wedge wire screens.  The InvisiHead is a preventive 

system. It is designed and built to be self-operating and maintaining by utilizing solely the 

natural process with no need for any external interference including flow diversion, fish 

collection and bypassing, backwash and air purging.  

 

The IH system is a standalone and self-reliant for a lifetime of over 5 decades. The InvisiHead 

makes money to pay for itself and saves more through the absence of the need for O&M and 

the costs associated with that. In addition, the capital costs of the InvisiHead are much less than 

those associated with wedge wire screen intakes. A smaller system of 2 MGD costs 24% of a 

similar capacity wedge-wire screen while a 290 MGD is 33%.  

See http://www.amecosys.com/elmosa/Comparison_between_the_InvisiHead_and_wedge-

wire_screen_intakes.pdf 

 

The flow into the IH is mainly controlled and guided by the top and the bottom back-to-back 

parabolic plates making up the IH. The two parabolas are site-specific and do not have to be 

identical. Site conditions and type of application dictate the equation of each parabola. They 

could be asymmetrical. However, in most cases we keep symmetry to reduce fabrication costs 

since the IH is highly redundant. In Late 2012 further fine tuning was performed to further 

optimize parabolic design and further reduce or eliminate altogether sediments and debris 

inflow. The IH outlet is also tuned to maintain a lower velocity than the prevailing currents 

throughout the 4 sequential flow phases. In AES, we further smoothed out flow transition from 

one phase to another. 

 

The two parabolas extend virtually unlimitedly and thus the approach flow velocity rapidly drops 

and fades out into the ambient along with the wake of a thick 3-D funneled-out flow regime – 

symmetrical or asymmetrical - to reach 0.002 m/s about 5 m away from the IH entrance. 

 

The IH is site-specific. Flow streamlines are uniformly distributed throughout the four sequential 

flow phases. They start at the extreme fibers of the flow body, if you will, as a continuation of 

the top and bottom parabolas and flatten out as they glide toward the central horizontal plane. 

The stability of the flow, the uniform and smooth streamlined flow regime, and the sequence 



the water particles go through while moving into the IH result in a negligibly low pressure drop 

at the entrance - head loss is <0.00017m. This phenomenal flow behavior makes the intake head 

hydraulically invisible to sediment, debris, fish and other marine life including fish eggs and 

larvae. There where the structure borrowed its name - the InvisiHead. 

 

To get a better picture regarding the IH performance let's follow a water particle taking off from 

the sea floor on its way to the pump house via the IH and through the intake pipe to get to the 

onshore downstream end. The lowest streamline takes off from the sea floor at a velocity that is 

much lower than the terminal velocity of coarse silt, fine sand, fish eggs and larvae not to 

mention juvenile and adult fish. Let’s assume that the floor is a fragile area like spawning 

grounds inhabited by a community of endangered species. That water particle would take off 

from a point on the floor located about 5-10 meters away from the lower tip of the IH entrance. 

The takeoff velocity is about 0.002 m/s. In order for a coarse silt to be disturbed, associated with 

the water particle and transported, the water particle velocity has to be >>0.0025 m/s – the 

terminal velocity of the silt grain. The grain size is about 62 um and weighs about 0.11 ug; a fish 

egg weighs on the average of 20 ug or nearly 200 times heavier than the coarse silt grain. The 

egg would need a streamline traveling at faster than 0.47 m/s to be sucked in in case local 

submarine currents are slower than the egg’s terminal velocity. 

 

The EPA would like to maintain an entrance velocity of about a third of that of the terminal 

velocity of a fish egg. The IH entrance velocity is less than one fifth of that of the egg’s. A fish 

larva is even heavier – 2.5-50 mg. If those larvae happen to be floating they would get washed 

straight through and out of the other side of the IH coming under the effect of the local 

submarine currents. They will not be sucked in into the intake pipe while passing through the IH 

nor will juvenile fish. 

 

The flow velocity at the upstream end of the acceleration phase that is the outlet of the IH – the 

IH intake pipe transition section or the interface region – is still lower than that of the larvae. 

The velocity of the down turning flow is still lower than local submarine currents. That is 

another exclusion measure built into the system, self-flushing continues. As for adult fish, the 

suction forces exerted on water particles are too weak to tingle, attract, or sweep in fish.  

 

When site data and system capacity are compiled, the IH intake or outfall structure is decided as 

how to be tailored to fit in the site and comply with regulations.  

 

Once the water particle turns down and passes the transitional zone – IH outlet-intake pipe inlet 

– at the downstream end of the acceleration phase, it is at a the fourth and final phase – the 

steady flow phase – the no-return part of the flow on its way to the pump house. In case some 

suspended material flows through the IH and into the intake pipe, the pipe is configured and 

sized to create a flow velocity envelop or a velocity range within which a self-flushing 

environment is maintained in order to prevent sediment settlement and marine growth inside 

the pipe. Once the flow reaches the finish line at the NatSep intake basin onshore, that 

suspended matter is naturally separated and removed from the flow. The cut-line size of 

sediment would be the one specified by the client. The flow then moves smoothly toward the 

pump bell mouths. See the figure below. 

 

 

 



 
 

 


